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Abstract—A High-rate Spatial Modulation (HR-SM) scheme,
whose maximum spectral efficiency is in proportional to the
number of transmit antennas nT , was proposed in [1]. However,
the complexity of its maximum likelihood detector grows expo-
nentially with nT , making it impractical as nT increases. Based
on the codeword structure of the HR-SM scheme and on the
conventional successive-interference-cancellation (SIC) detectors,
this paper proposes low-complexity suboptimal detectors for
the HR-SM scheme. These detectors can feasibly be utilized
in the HR-SM scheme with large number of transmit antennas
and high-order QAM/PSK modulations. In addition, simulation
results and complexity analysis are presented to verify perfor-
mances and complexities of the proposed decoders.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) wireless commu-
nication systems are shown to be of higher spectral efficiency
than the conventional single antenna systems [2]–[3]. These
systems can be classified into three main categories: 1) Space-
time coding to achieve diversity gain; 2) MIMO precoding
with channel state information (CSI) available at the trans-
mitter to achieve capacity gain; and 3) Layered space time
code to exploit multiplexing gain (i.e., spatial division multi-
plexing) [4]. However, one of the main challenges in MIMO
system implementation is to reduce detection complexity while
maintaining reception quality at a reasonable level.

In the literature, many suboptimal MIMO detection tech-
niques are studied. First, the linear detectors such as zero-
forcing (ZF) and minimum mean square error (MMSE) were
used for signal detection in spatial division multiplexing
(SDM) systems. The key advantage of these detectors is their
low complexity . However, bit error rate (BER) performance
provided by linear detectors is quite poor, especially when
the number of transmit antennas are large. Therefore, vari-
ous successive interference cancellation (SIC) detectors were
devised to improve detection performance [5]–[9]. In [7], V–
BLAST (Vertical Bell Labs Layered Space Time) detector
was developed for signal detection in the layered space-time
system. This detector, referred to as ZF-BLAST, is actually a
zero-forcing (ZF) detector with ordered SIC. In this detection
scheme, signal layer with the smallest mean square error

(MSE) is detected first and is canceled out from the received
signal vector under the assumption that the signal layer is
detected without error. The procedure is repeated until the
last layer is detected. In [5]–[6], other SIC detectors based
on the sorted QR decomposition (SQRD) were proposed for
the detection of the layered space-time sytem. It was shown
that the SQRD required less computational complexity in
comparison with the V-BLAST with only a small degradation
in error performance. In [8] and [9], an MMSE detector with
order SIC, called MMSE-BLAST, and an MMSE-SQRD were
respectively presented for the detection of the BLAST system.
It was demonstrated that by taking the noise variance into
consideration, MMSE-BLAST offered the lowest bit error rate
(BER) among SIC-based detectors, followed by the MMSE-
SQRD [9]. Nonetheless, MMSE-BLAST has high computa-
tional complexity due to the repeated pseudo matrix inversion.

The HR-SM system proposed in [1] provides a substan-
tial increase in spectrum efficiency compared to the spatial
modulation (SM) scheme in [14] and the GSM in [15]–[16].
The additional benefit is that the HR-SM codewords are easily
designed. At the receiver, transmitted HR-SM codewords are
optimally detected by using the maximum–likelihood (ML)
detection technique. However, this detection method could
hardly be deployed in practice because its complexity grows
exponentially with the number of transmit antennas. Evidently,
it is desirable to apply other detection approaches to reduce
complexity at the receiver of the HR-SM scheme. In fact,
several sub-optimal detectors have been proposed for signal
detection in SM systems, such as the iMRC detector in [14]
or the sphere decoder in [22]. These decoders, however, cannot
be applied to the HR-SM in their original forms.

In this paper, by exploiting codeword structure of the HR-
SM scheme and based on the conventional MMSE-VBLAST
and MMSE-SQRD detectors, we propose low–complexity
sub–optimal detectors for the HR-SM systems. Analysis and
simulation results show that the proposed detectors remarkably
reduce computational complexity as compared to the optimal
ML detector in [1], particularly when the number of transmit
antennas is large. Nonetheless, the reduction in detection
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complexity is achieved at the cost of performance degradation.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In

section II, the HR-SM scheme is briefly described. Section
III presents the proposed detectors. The complexity analsysis
and the performance comparison are given in section IV and
V, respectively. The last section concludes this paper.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Let us consider a HR-SM system with nT transmit and nR

receive antennas in the presence of a quasi-static Rayleigh
fading MIMO channel, as illustrated in Fig. 1. During a
symbol period, l + m data bits are fed into the HR-SM
transmitter. Where l bits are mapped into a SC codeword s,
out of K SC codewords within the spatial constellation Ωs, the
remaining m bits are modulated using a M -QAM or M -PSK
modulator to get modulated symbol x. As proposed in [1], the
SC codeword s is designed by fixing the first entries of s with
1 and assigning the remaining entries with values randomly
selected from the set {±1,±j}, where j2 = −1. Therefore,
there are a total of K = 4(nT−1) SC codewords in Ωs. An
nT × 1 HR-SM codeword c is created simply by multiplying
s and x , i.e., c = sx. Then, the codeword is transmitted via
nT antennas within a symbol period.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of a HR-SM system

At the receiver, the nR × 1 receive signal vector y is given
by:

y =

√

γ

nTEs

Hc+ n (1)

=

√

γ

nTEs

Hsx+ n (2)

where H and n respectively denote nR×nT channel matrix
and nR× 1 noise vector. The entries of H and n are assumed
to be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) complex
Gaussian random variables with zero mean and unit variance.
Es is the average symbol energy of x. γ is the average SNR
at each receive antenna.

The spatial constellation (SC) codeword s and modulated
symbol x are jointly detected at the receiver by using the
ML detector [1] under the assumption that CSI is perfectly
known by the receiver. This, however, will lead to a noticeable
increase in detection complexity.

III. PROPOSED DETECTORS

In this section, we proposed sub-optimal detectors based on
the conventional SIC ones for signal detection in the HR-SM
system in order to reduce detection complexity.

TABLE I
MBLAST DETECTION ALGORITHM

Input: y, H̃, Es

Output: x̂, ĉ

1. Compute P =

(
H̃H̃H + 1

Es

In
T

)
−1

.
2. Find the strongest signal index based on k = argminj Pj,j ,

where Pj,j is the j diagonal entry of P, and reorder the entries
of c so that the smallest diagonal entry is the first one.

3. Compute the MMSE filter matrix GMMSE as in (4) and form
the LMS estimate c̃k = gMMSE,ky, where gMMSE,k is the
kth row of GMMSE .

4. Obtain ĉk by slicing c̃k .
5. Cancel the effect of ĉk from y and re-organize the channel matrix

H̃ by deleting its kth column.
6. Repeat Steps 2 to 6 until all entries of c are detected.
7. Re-arrange the entries of ĉ in the same order as they are

transmitted.
8. Get the recovered modulated symbol and SC codewords as x̂ =

ĉ1 and ŝ = ĉ

x̂
.

A. Modified MMSE-BLAST and Modified MMSE-SQRD De-

tectors

First, the HR-SM codeword c can be explicitly expressed
as:

c =
[

c1 c2 · · · cnT

]T

=
[

x s2x · · · snT
x

]T
(3)

where T denotes matrix transpose.
Since si ∈ {±1,±j} , i = 2, 3, · · · , nT , while x belongs

to a M -QAM/PSK constellation, it follows that ck, k =
1, 2, · · · , nT , also belongs to the same constellation as x1.
This means that conventional SIC detectors can be applied to
(1) to detect ck. From (3) we can see that after getting the
recovered signal vector ĉ, we are able to get the recovered
modulated symbol and SC codewords as x̂ = ĉ1 and ŝ = ĉ

x̂
.

1) Modified MMSE-BLAST detector: Consider the HR-SM
system as an SDM system, the MMSE filter matrix at the
receiver can be computed as follows:

GMMSE = H̃H

(

H̃H̃H +
1

Es

InT

)

−1

(4)

where H̃ =
√

γ
nTEs

H and InT
is the nT ×nT identity matrix.

In order to obtain high performance, MMSE-BLAST detec-
tor finds the strongest signal, in terms of the smallest MSE,
slices its least-mean-squares (LMS) estimate to the nearest
value in the signal constellation, and cancels the effect of the
sliced signal from the received signal vector y. The detection
procedure repeats in the same manner until all the signals are
detected [8].

The modified MMSE-BLAST (MBLAST) detection algo-
rithm can be summarized as in Table I.

1This statement is true if the QAM constellations are square ones, i.e.,
M = 22n for some non-negative integer n.
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TABLE II
MSQRD DETECTION ALGORITHM

Input: z, D
Output: x̂, ĉ

1. Decompose D using MMSE-SQRD algorithm to get Q, R, and
the permutation vector p.

2. Compute v = QHz.
3. Detection and Cancellation:

for k = nT : −1 : 1

if k == nT

Obtain ĉk by slicing vk/rk,k .
else

for l = k + 1 : nT

vk = vk − rk,lĉl
end

Obtain ĉk by slicing vk/rk,k .
end

end

4. Re-arrange the entries of the recovered codeword ĉ in the same
order as they are transmitted using the permutation vector p.

5. Get the recovered modulated symbol and SC codewords as x̂ =

ĉ1 and ŝ = ĉ

x̂
.

2) Modified MMSE-SQRD detector: The MVBLAST de-
tector needs to do matrix inversion repeatedly. As a result,
its computational load is high, particularly when the number
of deployed antennas increases. To overcome this problem, we
utilize the MMSE-SQRD in [9] to recover transmitted signals.

Let us define a (nT + nR) × nT extended channel matrix
D and a extended received vector z as follows:

D =

[

H̃
1
√

Es

InT

]

, z =

[

y

0

]

(5)

Applying the MMSE-SQRD to decompose D, we have:

D = QR (6)

where Q is a (nT + nR) × nT matrix with orthonormal
columns, i.e., QHQ = InT

, and R is an nT × nT upper
triangular matrix.

Multiplying z by QH , we get:

v = QHz

= Rc+w (7)

Due to the structure of R, the last element of v, i.e., vnT
,

is a function of only cnT
without being interfered by other

signals. Thus, ĉnT
can be immediately estimated by slicing

vnT
/rnT ,nT

. Assuming that ĉnT
is detected correctly, it will

be cancelled out from vnT−1. vnT−1 is again a function of
only cnT−1. Hence, ĉnT−1 can be immediately estimated by
slicing vnT−1/rnT−1,nT−1. Similarly, ĉnT−1 and ĉnT

will be
cancelled out from vnT−2 to detect ĉnT−2. The procedure
continues until ĉ1 is obtained.

The modified MMSE-SQRD (MSQRD) detection algorithm
can be summarized as in Table II.

B. Improved MMSE-SQRD Detector

First, equation (1) can equivalently be re-written as follows:

tx = H̄c̄+ n (8)

TABLE III
ISQRD DETECTION ALGORITHM

Input: y, H̃
Output: x̂, ĉ

1. Decompose H̄ using MMSE-SQRD algorithm to get Q, R, and
the permutation vector p.

2. Detection and Cancellation:
for m = 1 : M

Compute tm = y − h̃1xm and v = QH

[
tm
0

]
for k = nT − 1 : −1 : 1

if k == nT − 1

Obtain ˆ̄cm,k by slicing vk/rk,k .
else

for l = k + 1 : nT − 1

vk = vk − rk,l ˆ̄cm,l

end

Obtain ˆ̄cm,k by slicing vk/rk,k .
end

end

Compute dm =
∥∥tm − H̄ˆ̄cm,p

∥∥2
end

3. Find m̂: m̂ = argmin
m

dm

4. Obtain the recovered modulated symbol x̂ = xm̂ and the
recovered SC codeword ŝ = 1

x̂

[
x̂ ˆ̄cm̂,p

]T .

where t = y−h̃1x, H̄ =
[

h̃2 h̃3 · · · h̃nT

]

is the nR×

(nT − 1) equivalent channel matrix, h̃k, k = 1, 2, · · · , nT , is
the kth column of the channel matrix H̃, and c̄ is the (nT−1)×
1 new transmitted codeword consisting of the last (nT − 1)
entries of c. Clearly, for a given xm,m = 1, 2, · · · ,M, in
the transmitted constellation, we have a corresponding system
similar to that in equation (1). Therefore, we can apply the
MSQRD above to (8) to recover ˆ̄cm and the corresponding
Euclidean distance dm =

∥

∥tm − H̄ˆ̄cm,p

∥

∥

2
, where tm =

y − h̃1xm and ˆ̄cm,p is the vector ˆ̄cm re-arranged by using
permutation vector p. The index m of transmitted symbol x
is determined using m̂ = argmin

m
dm. Then, the transmitted

symbol and the transmitted SC codeword are respectively
recovered using x̂ = xm̂ and ŝ = 1

x̂

[

x̂ ˆ̄cm̂,p

]T
. The

Improved-MMSE-SQRD (ISQRD) algorithm is summarized
in Table III.

IV. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS

In this section, complexities of the proposed detectors are
analyzed. Note that performance analysis of the proposed
sub-optimal decoders in comparison with the optimal one
is beyond the scope of this paper and will be our future
work. It assumed that a complex multiplication is equal four
real multiplications and two real additions, while a complex
addition is equal two real additions. A complex division is
composed of eight real multiplications and three real additions.
A real addition, a real division, or a real multiplication is
considered a floating point operation (flop).

First, it is straightforward to show that total complexity of
the ML detector (in flops) for the HR-SM scheme in [1] is
equal to:

fML = MK (16nR + 6) + (8nRnT − 2nR)K, (9)
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where K = 4nT−1.
Based on the complexity analysis in [8], complexity of the

MVBLAST detector, when applied to the HR-SM system,
could be shown to be equal to:

fMBLAST =
15

4
n4
T+2n3

TnR+n2
Tn

2
R+nT (16nR − 2) . (10)

The complexities of the MSQRD and the ISQRD are
respectively given by:

fMSQRD = 8n3
T+(8nR − 3)n2

T−(10nR + 13)nT+8, (11)

and

fISQRD = 8(nT − 1)
3
+ (8nR − 11 + 12M) (nT − 1)

2

+ (M (16nR − 12)− 14nR + 4) (nT − 1)

+M (10nR + 7) + 5. (12)
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Fig. 2. Complexities of ML,MBLAST, MSQRD, and ISQRD detectors in
different MIMO configurations; 4-QAM and 16-QAM modulation.

Fig. 2 illustrates the required flops for the MBLAST,
MSQRD, and ISQRD detectors for two HR-SM systems. The
first system, referred to as the (6, 6) system, is equipped
with nR = nT = 6 and uses 4-QAM modulation. The
second one, referred to as the (8, 8) system, is equipped with
nR = nT = 8 and uses 16-QAM modulation. It can be
clearly seen from the Fig. 2 that in both cases, the ML detector
has significantly higher complexity than the remaining ones.
Among the suboptimal detectors, the MSQRD always has the
lowest complexity. Although the ISQRD has lower complexity
that the MBLAST in the (6, 6) system, its complexity becomes
nearly identical to that of the MBLAST in the (8, 8) system.
This is due to the fact that complexity of the ISQRD depends
on the modulation order M , which is increased from 4 in the
(6, 6) system to 16 in the (8, 8) system.

V. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

In this section, we use Monte Carlo simulations to compare
bit error rate (BER) performances of the proposed detectors

with the existing ML one when they are used for signal
recovery in a HR-SM scheme. We assume the channel state
information is perfectly known by the receiver.
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Fig. 3. BERs of a HR-SM scheme with nT = nR = 6 when using the ML,
MBLAST, MSQRD, and ISQRD detectors; 4-QAM modulation.

Shown in Fig. 3 are the bit error rate (BER) curves of a HR-
SM system with nT = 6 transmit and nR = 6 receive antennas
and 4-QAM modulation as the ML, MBLAST, MSQRD, and
ISQRD detectors are utilized.

From analytical and simulation results in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3,
one can see that although the ML detector has the highest BER
performance, its complexity is also very high, thus preventing
it from practical deployment. On the other hand, in spite of the
fact that the MSQRD offers the lowest detection complexity, it
suffers from significant performance degradation. For example,
at BER = 10−4, the MSQRD losses about 8.5 dB, 5.5 dB,
and 4.8 dB as compared to the ML, ISQRD and MBLAST,
respectively. The SNR losses get larger as smaller BER is
required. Using the MBLAST and ISQRD detectors enables
the HR-SM scheme to reduce performance losses remarkably
compared to the optimal performance, with the corresponding
SNR losses of around 4.5 dB and 4 dB at BER = 10−5, while
lowering detection complexity substantially. Specifically, from
Fig. 2, when nT = nR = 6, using the MBLAST and ISQRD
can reduce complexity by approximately 75 times and 149
times, respectively, compared to using the ML detector. It
is also worth noting that in the (6, 6) system, the ISQRD
achieves both higher performance and lower complexity than
the MBLAST.

When nT = nR = 8 and 16-QAM modulation are
deployed, using the MBLAST and ISQRD can reduce com-
plexity by about 1509 times and 1523 times, respectively,
compared to using the ML detector. However, huge amounts of
computational savings are obtained at the cost of more than 9
dB performance degradation at BER = 10−5, as demonstrated
in Fig. 4. It can also be seen from Fig. 2 and Fig. 4 that for
nearly the same complexity, the ISQRD has remarkably higher
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Fig. 4. BERs of a HR-SM scheme with nT = nR = 8 when using the ML,
MBLAST, MSQRD, and ISQRD detectors; 16-QAM modulation.

performance than the MBLAST, particularly in the high SNR
region. In addition, the MBLAST tends to make the diversity
order of the HR-SM system reduce more seriously than the
ISQRD as SNR increases.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present the modified versions of the
conventional MMSE-BLAST and MMSE-SQRD detectors,
called MBLAST and MSQRD detectors, which could be used
for signal detection in HR-SM systems. We also propose
a new sub-optimal detector, called ISQRD, for the HR-SM
systems. Analytical and simulation results show that the pro-
posed detector achieves significant complexity reduction, yet
at the cost of performance degradation, as compared to its
ML counterpart. Among the sub-optimal detectors, ISQRD
provides not only complexity reduction but also high BER
performance. Therefore, it is a potential candidate for signal
detection in the HR-SM systems with large number of transmit
antennas.
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